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FULL TEXT SUPERZONE OF MESSAGE

1. Fedor Yemchenko: Item viewing two-day Moscow conference of Russian coal mines and coal processing enterprises trade committees chairmen on government's inability to stabilize socio-economic situation in coal regions; privatization of coal enterprises examined (500)

2. Oleg Kvyatkovskiy: Item on agreement signed in Almaty on the creation of an international consortium for developing the hydrocarbon resources of the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea shelf (200)

3. Unattributed report on explosive device, placed by unknown individuals, that exploded near 'UTES' Instrument Building Association in Ulyanovsk, no injuries reported (100)

4. 'Vetta' report on 'Perm Motors' joint stock company forced to dismiss some 1500 workers beginning 20 February due to worsening financial-economic situation of the enterprise (100)

5. Aleksandr Danilkin: Report noting that during the first eleven months this year some 2 million 512 thousand crimes have taken place, a significant increase over this period last year; some 26,400 citizens were murdered (200)

6. Unattributed item on 'Trud' subscription campaign for 1994 noting some 1 million 495 thousand subscribers for the weekday editions and some 2 million 356 thousand subscribers for the Saturday edition (50)

7. Unattributed report on Chita power engineering workers threat to Transbaykal railroad leadership to shut off electric power on the Transsiberian railway's Shilka-Mogoch section until the railroad pays its debt which exceeds some 4 billion rubles (200)

8. Igor Ostrovskiy: Article on the unexpected results of the recent free, multi-party elections for Russian parliament (1000)

9. Oleg Kvyatkovskiy: Kazakhstan item on discovery in Mangyshlak of 'underground enterprise' for the production of 'modern remote control mines' (150)

10. Larisa Kislinskaya: Feature on people with a 'criminal past' striving for election to Duma (1900)

11. Vadim Chernobrov: Article under 'Believe it or not' rubric highlighting recent investigation of UFO routes and landing sites (1800)
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